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Pyyhkäisytunnelointimikroskopia (eng. Scanning tunneling microscopy, STM) on yk-
si modernin pintatieteen tärkeimmistä työkaluista. Se mahdollistaa atomirakenteen
kuvantamisen reaaliavaruudessa ja pintojen tutkimisen atomimittakaavassa. Mene-
telmä perustuu kvanttimekaaniseen tunneloitumiseen, jonka ansiosta paikallisen kär-
jen ja tutkittavan pinnan välille syntyy virta. Kun kärkeä liikuttamalla käydään koko
pinta läpi, saadaan topograﬁnen kuva, joka antaa tietoa pinnasta atomitasolla.
Kokeelliset tulokset metallipinnalle adsorboituneiden molekyylien pyyhkäisytun-
nelointimikroskopiasta ovat osoittaneet, että saatu topograﬁnen kuva ei välttämät-
tä vastaa tutkitun systeemin geometrista rakennetta. Siksi kokeellisten STM-kuvien
ymmärtämisessä ja tulkitsemisessa STM:n teoreettinen ja laskennallinen mallinta-
minen on oleellista.
Tämä diplomityö keskittyy metallipinnalle adsorboituneiden molekyylien pyyh-
käisytunnelointimikroskopian mallintamiseen. Tavoitteena on testata GPAW-ohjel-
miston toimivuutta mallinnuksessa. Simulaatioissa tutkitaan, miten adsorbaattimo-
lekyylin lisääminen metallipinnalle vaikuttaa STM-kuviin. Tämä tehdään simuloi-
malla sekä puhdasta metallipintaa että pintaa, jolle on adsorboitunut molekyyli.
Lisäksi työssä simuloidaan elektronien transmissiota molekyylien läpi, jotta adsor-
baattimolekyylien vaikutus elektronien tunneloitumiseen saadaan selville.
STM-kuvat saadaan puhtaalle Al(111)-pinnalle ja pinnalle, jolle O2 molekyyli
on adsorboitunut. Kuvissa adsorbaattimolekyyli nähdään pinnalla painaumana eikä
kohoumana kuten geometrisen rakenteen perusteella oletettaisiin. Kuvat näyttävät,
että adsorbaattimolekyylin lisääminen vaikuttaa laajasti koko STM-kuvaan. Trans-
missiosimulaatiot eri molekyylien läpi osoittavat molekyylin elektronirakenteen vai-
kuttavan elektronien tunneloitumiseen. GPAW:n STM-simulaatiopaketin todetaan
toimivan vain tiettyjen systeemien STM-simuloinnissa.
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Scanning tunneling microscopy is one of the most important tools in modern
surface science. It enables imaging of the atomic structure in real space and explo-
ration of surfaces in atomic scale. It is based on quantum mechanical tunneling due
to which a current arises between a local tip and a sample surface. Scanning the tip
over the sample produces a topographic image, which provides information of the
surface in atomic scale.
Experimental studies of scanning tunneling microscopy of adsorbate molecules
on metal surfaces have proven that the measured topographic image might not
resemble the geometrical structure of the researched system. Thus for understanding
and interpretation of the experimental STM images, theoretical and computational
modeling of scanning tunneling microscopy is essential.
This thesis concentrates on simulation of scanning tunneling microscopy of ad-
sorbate molecules on metal surfaces. A main objective is to test the functionality
of GPAW program package in the simulations. Simulations study the eﬀect of an
adsorbate on STM images. This is done by simulating both a clean surface and one
with an adsorbate. In addition electron transport through molecules is simulated to
see how transmission depends on adsorbate molecules.
STM images are received for both clean aluminium Al(111) surface and a surface
with O2 adsorbate. In the images the adsorbate molecule is seen as a depression on
the surface rather than a protrusion as would be expected. The images show that
the inﬂuence of the adsorbate molecule is wide. Transmission simulations through
diﬀerent molecules demonstrate that the electronic structure of the molecule aﬀects
tunneling of electrons. The GPAW's STM simulation package is discovered to only
work with certain systems.
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11. INTRODUCTION
Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) was discovered three decades ago by Binnig
and Rohrer [1]. The discovery was groundbreaking, as it, for the ﬁrst time, enabled
imaging of the atomic structure in real space. Since the 1980's STM has been of
tremendous help in surface exploration in atomic scale, and to this day it has kept
its position in being one of the most important tools in modern surface science. The
inventors of STM were awarded the Nobel Prize in 1986 for development of the STM
technique. [2]
In STM a ﬁne needlelike electrically conductive tip is scanned a few Ångströms
above a sample surface to produce a topographic surface image. The method is based
on the tunneling phenomenon, which allows electrons to cross the potential barrier
between tip and surface when a bias voltage is added to the system. Tunneling of
electrons produces a current, which depends on the distance between tip and surface.
If the tunneling current is kept constant as the tip is scanned through the surface,
the tip height is forced to change, and therefore an image of the surface's geometric
structure is obtained. [2]
Figure 1.1 illustrates the experimental STM setup. The principle of operation
of STM is as follows. To control the position of the STM tip, it is attached to
a piezoelectric tube. Depending on the voltage applied to the tube its piezoelec-
tric crystals expand or contract very slightly and the tip's distance from surface is
changed. Distance control and scanning unit applies the voltage to the tube and
thus controls the tip movement. As the tip is brought close to the STM sample
surface with an added voltage, a tunneling current arises. The tunneling current is
conducted through a tunneling current ampliﬁer to the distance control unit. If the
current is too large or too small, the distance control moves the tip height until the
preset current is reached. The movement of the tip is recorded and displayed on a
screen. As the tip is scanned over the surface, a map of the surface topography is
received. [3, 4]
The impulse towards STM arose from the need for study of metal surfaces in the
atomic scale. The interest was especially on materials used in miniature electronic
devices. For this local study of the surface, an idea of using vacuum tunneling arose.
The idea was old in principle, but it had not been explored with devotion earlier. [6]
The discovery of STM was, therefore, the realization that this kind of local probing
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Figure 1.1: A schematic view of the setup of scanning tunneling microscope. [5]
with a tip is possible [7].
The development in STM soon generated other local-probe methods, when at-
tention was drawn to other type of interactions that arose due to the presence or
touch of a local probe. Scanning near-ﬁeld optical microscope, SNOM [8], and
atomic force microscope, AFM [9], were the ﬁrst followers. In SNOM the photon
current is the measure of the interaction, and in AFM diﬀerent forces are studied.
The invention of AFM was a major extension to local-probe methods, as it allowed
imaging of both conducting and nonconducting objects. [7] Following these meth-
ods, a whole family of scanning probe microscopies, SPM, appeared, each of which
make use of diﬀerent interactions and diﬀerent properties of the surface in diﬀer-
ent environments [2, 7]. Applications exist for electronic and vibrational properties
[10, 11], ﬁlm growth [12, 13], measurement of adhesion and strength of individual
chemical bonds [14, 15, 16], studies of friction and lubrication [17, 18, 19], dielectric
and magnetic properties [20, 21], molecular manipulation [22, 23], and many other
phenomena from micrometer to subnanometer scale. [24]
A particularly interesting application is the local manipulation and modiﬁcation
of the surface with a local-probe. Interactions between surface and probe are ob-
served to give rise to breaking of individual chemical bonds and to initiating local
chemical reactions. The local deformations can be reversible or irreversible. [7]
The irreversible deformation forms a basis to atom manipulation [22]. The chance
of an deformation is to be noted in experiments, as in imaging the irreversible de-
formations are unwanted. To avoid these features, extreme accuracy is essential.
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[7]
In addition to local-probe methods, STM was early on generalized to scanning
tunneling spectroscopy, STS, where the tunneling current, I, is measured as a func-
tion of the bias voltage, V [25]. In STS the tip is positioned at one point above the
surface. This provides the diﬀerential conductance σ = dI/dV , which is very sen-
sitive to surface electronic states, so measuring the diﬀerential conductance enables
probing the local density of states, LDOS, of the sample. [26]
Experimenting with scanning tunneling microscope has taught that the image
obtained does not necessarily correspond to the actual geometric structure of the
sample, as the tunneling current depends also on the electronic structure of the
sample. An adsorbate on a sample surface might be seen on the STM image as
a depression rather than a protrusion even though the adsorbate is geometrically
higher than the surface [27]. The unpredictability of the experimental STM images
proves a need for theoretical modeling of scanning tunneling microscope. Theoretical
models and simulation is needed to provide understanding of the experimental results
and to interpret the peculiar images obtained. [28]
The theory of STM focuses on calculation of the tunneling current between the
tip and surface, for which several methods have been developed over the years [29].
One of the main approaches is the Bardeen's approach [30] that was developed prior
to the actual scanning tunneling microscope. As applied to STM, the method treats
STM tip and surface as separate entities, and concludes that the tunneling current
can be derived from the overlap of the tip and surface's wave functions. Other main
approaches are the Tersoﬀ Hamann approach [31], the scattering approach [32] and
non equilibrium Green's functions approach [33].
Although theories developed for scanning tunneling microscope have been avail-
able for many decades, there are few softwares that concentrate on STM simulations.
A new simulation software is the commercial Nt_STM [34], which enables easy
building of realistic STM systems, simulating topographic images as well as I(V)
spectra, and other various properties interesting in STM. In this thesis the simu-
lations are done using the grid-based projector augmented wave, GPAW, method
that includes ready codes for Bardeen type STM simulations using non equilibrium
Green's functions.
The aim of this thesis is to demonstrate the useability of the grid-based pro-
jector augmented wave method in Bardeen type STM calculations of surfaces with
adsorbates. The main interest is in comparing the calculated results to experimen-
tal STM images of the same system. In addition electron transport calculations
are carried out. Electron transport calculations give the transmission coeﬃcient of
the electrons, which is proportional to the conductance, and thus it can be used in
modeling STS. The calculations are carried out in the atomic orbital basis set using
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non equilibrium Green's functions. Simulations are done to Cu(111) and Al(111)
surfaces with and without adsorbate molecules O2 and H2.
The structure of this thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the theory behind
the simulations. First oﬀ tunneling phenomenon and Bardeen's approach to solving
the tunneling current is presented, and then the important Green's functions and
non equilibrium Green's functions are visited. The STM theory is ﬁnally introduced
using the approach of Todorov and Pendry [35, 36]. Chapter 3 presents the used sim-
ulation methods and GPAW, and in chapter 4 the simulated systems and the results
of the simulations are presented. Final chapter 5 is discussion and conclusions.
52. THEORY
Scanning tunneling microscope, STM, was introduced by Binnig and Rohrer in 1981
[1]. The method introduced was very simple: In STM a ﬁne needlelike electrically
conductive tip is scanned a few Ångströms above a sample surface. When a small
voltage is added to the tip, electrons tunnel between the surface and tip, and a
current arises due to quantum mechanical tunneling. [37] The current changes as
the tip is moved on the surface. Keeping the distance or current between tip and
surface constant, the current or distance changes respectively. These are called the
constant height and constant current modes. As the tip is scanned over the surface,
topographic images are received and features of the surface can be derived. [2]
Figure 2.1: Model picture of the STM tip and STM sample surface. When a bias voltage
V is added, a current, I, arises between tip and surface.
This chapter is dedicated to the theory behind the work done in this thesis. Before
presenting theory of actual scanning tunneling microscope as derived by Todorov
and Pendry [35, 36], the tunneling phenomenon is considered, and Green's functions
and non equilibrium Green's functions are brieﬂy introduced. The theory section is
rather short but suﬃcient to present the main theory behind the calculations.
2.1 Tunneling
Scanning tunneling microscope is based on quantum mechanical tunneling. In tun-
neling a particle tunnels through a barrier that it classically could not cross. In
scanning tunneling microscope the gap between tip and surface forms a potential
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barrier. Thanks to the tunneling phenomenon, electrons are allowed to pass through
the barrier and thus a current may arise.
When no bias voltage is present, the amount of electrons to travel from tip to
surface is the same as the amount of electrons traveling from surface to tip. Applying
a positive bias voltage lowers the Fermi surface on the lower potentials side. Now
the tunneling occurs from the occupied states to the unoccupied states. [6] The
applied bias voltage in STM is typically between 1 mV and 4 V, which induces a
current in the range from 10 pA to 10 nA [2]. In picture 2.2 the electron tunneling
through a barrier is demonstrated with and without an added bias voltage.
Figure 2.2: One-dimensional model picture of tunneling through a barrier of width d
without and with a bias voltage V . A positive bias voltage added to the surface region
shifts the energies down by eV . EFtip and EFsrf denote the Fermi levels of tip and surface,
respectively.
If the tunneling problem is treated as a one-dimensional problem, the tunneling
current through a barrier of width d is written
I ∝ e−2κd. (2.1)
Here κ =
√
2mφ
~2 , where m is the electron mass, ~ = h/2pi and φ denotes the work
function of the tunneling electron. [38] The values of work functions of diﬀerent
metals are around 5 eV [39]. The formula reveals the sensitivity of the tunneling
current to the variation of the distance d: as the distance between tip and surface is
increased by an Ångström, the change in the tunneling current is tenfold. However,
to receive a better approximation of the tunneling current and understanding of the
problem, the tridimensionality and electronic structure of the tip and surface must
be noted.
In Bardeen's formalism [30] the tunneling problem is approached by separating
the system to two distinct subsystems, region 1 and 2, for which the Hamiltonians,
H1 and H2, wave functions, ψ1 and ψ2, and corresponding energies in the absence
of tunneling, E1 and E2, are known. The tunneling current between these regions
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depends on the overlap of their wave functions, that is, orbitals.
I =
2pie
~
∑
1,2
f(E1)[1− f(E2 + eV )]|M12|2δ(E1 − E2). (2.2)
Here V is the applied bias voltage, δ is the Dirac delta function and f(E) is the
Fermi function
f(E) =
1
e(E−µ)/kBT + 1
, (2.3)
where µ is the chemical potential and T is temperature. M12 in equation 2.2 is the
tunneling matrix element between states ψ1 and ψ2:
M12 =
~2
2m
∫
d~S(ψ∗1∇ψ2 − ψ2∇ψ∗1). (2.4)
The integral is over any surface ~S in the barrier region separating regions 1 and 2.
[30]
To achieve the tunneling current, evaluation of the tunneling matrix must be done.
Further evaluation of the matrix elementM was done by Tersoﬀ and Hamann. They
modeled the tip as a locally spherical potential well and the surface wave function as
a Bloch wave function to achieve a deﬁnition toM . The STM system is illustrated in
picture 2.3. This kind of approximation lead to a result that the tunneling current is
actually proportional to the local density of states (LDOS), ρ(r0, EF ), of the surface
at the Fermi level of the tip. [31]
Figure 2.3: Schematic picture of Tersoﬀ-Hamann model tip and surface. Tip is assumed
locally spherical with radius of curvature R, the center of curvature being r0. d is the
distance to the surface.
I ∝
∑
1
|ψ1(r0)|2δ(E1 − EF ) ≡ ρ(r0, EF ) (2.5)
This means that at constant current the tip follows a contour of constant local
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density of states and actually the STM image is a contour of LDOS of the surface
at Fermi level. So, to understand the tunneling current, examination of the local
density of states is important.
Figure 2.4: The connection between density of states and the energy distribution.
The density of states can be written as a sum of separate density of states for
each eigenstate, which are delta function's peaks (see picture 2.4):
ρ =
∑
i
ρi(E) =
∑
i
δ(E − Ei), [40] (2.6)
so actually the density of states is found already in Bardeen's tunneling current
formula 2.2 for energy E1.
Density of states has a connection to the imaginary part of a Green's function,
=(G(E)), as follows:
− 1
pi
=(G(E + iη)) = 1
E −H + iη
η→0−−→ δ(E −H). (2.7)
That is: as the value of Green's function's imaginary part approaches zero, the
formula approaches the delta function and hence the density of states
ρ = − 1
pi
=(G(E + iη)).[41] (2.8)
This ﬁnding leads to the next section, where Green's functions are introduced.
2.2 Green's functions
Before continuing to the theory of scanning tunneling microscope, a short intro-
duction to Green's functions is given. As presented in the previous section, Green's
functions can be used to calculate the density of states. In addition Green's functions
are propagators and, therefore, they give the probability amplitude for a particle to
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travel from one point to another in time t. Green's functions are also useable in per-
turbation theory, as they describe how a system reacts to a continuous perturbation.
[42] Thus Green's functions are connected to scanning tunneling microscope from
the viewpoint of DOS, and as propagators they give theoretical framework to tun-
neling calculations. Mathematically Green's function, G, is taken to be a solution
of a linear inhomogeneous diﬀerential equation
LG(r1, r2) = δ(r1, r2), (2.9)
where L is a linear diﬀerential operator and δ(r1, r2) is the Dirac delta function [43].
Let's consider an isolated unperturbed system, which is described by a discrete
Schrödinger equation:
H |n〉 = E |n〉 ⇔ (En −H)ϕn(r) = 0. (2.10)
Here H is the Hamiltonian, the operator corresponding to the total energy of the
system. The solutions of the Schrödinger equation are the eigenvalues {En} and the
corresponding eigenfunctions {ϕn(r)}.
Summing over all the eigenfunctions gives∑
n
ϕ∗n(r)ϕn(r
′) = δ(r− r′), (2.11)
where δ(r− r′) is the Dirac delta function1.
An arbitrary function ψ(r) can be expressed as a linear combination of functions
ϕn(r)
ψ(r) =
∑
n
cnϕn(r). (2.12)
The coeﬃcients cn are
cn =
∫
ϕ∗n(r
′)ψ(r′)dr′, (2.13)
and so equation 2.12 can be re-evaluated:
ψ(r) =
∫ ∑
n
ϕ∗n(r
′)ϕn(r)ψ(r′)dr′ ⇔ ψ(r) =
∫
δ(r− r′)ψ(r′)dr′. (2.14)
When a perturbation V is added to the system, the Schrödinger is rewritten:
Hψ + V ψ = Eψ ⇔ (H + V )ψ = Eψ ⇔ (E −H)ψ = V ψ. (2.15)
This is similar to a situation where an STM tip is moved close to the STM surface
1For Dirac delta function:
∫∞
−∞ f(x)δ(x− x0) = f(x0). [44]
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and causes a perturbation. The solutions of equation 2.15 are the wave functions
ψ(r), as in equation 2.12.
Now the perturbation term V ψ is denoted by term A = V ψ for which
A(r) =
∑
n
Anϕn(r) =
∫ ∑
n
ϕ∗n(r
′)ϕn(r)A(r′)dr′. (2.16)
Combining the equations 2.15 and 2.12 translates equation 2.15 further on to∑
n
(E −H)ϕn(r)cn =
∑
n
(E − En)ϕn(r)cn =
∑
n
Anϕn(r), (2.17)
which ultimately leads to the coeﬃcient value
cn =
An
E − En . (2.18)
When cn is substituted to the original solution of the wave function, equation
2.12, the wave function is received in respect to a Green's function G(r− r′):
ψ(r) =
∑
n
Anϕn(r)
E − En =
∫ ∑
n
ϕ∗n(r
′)ϕn(r)
E − En A(r
′)dr′ =
∫
G(r− r′)A(r′)dr′. (2.19)
The Green's matrix is derived. The perturbation A can be written as a matrix:
Amn =
∫
ϕ∗m(r)A(r)ϕn(r)dr = 〈m|A|n〉 =
∫
〈m|r〉A(r) 〈r|n〉 dr. (2.20)
so the perturbation A(r, r′) is
A(r, r′) =
∑
mn
〈r|m〉Amn 〈n|r′〉 =
∑
mn
ϕ∗n(r
′)ϕn(r)Amn. (2.21)
The Green's function can similarly be written as
G(r− r′) =
∑
mn
ϕ∗n(r
′)ϕm(r)Gmn, (2.22)
where Gmn is the Green's matrix:
Gmn =
δmn
E − En . (2.23)
Here δmn denotes the Kroenecker delta function.
E−H can be expressed as a matrix 〈m|(E −H)|n〉 = (E−En)δmn. The inverse
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of the matrix is deﬁned:
[(E −H)−1]mn = δmn
E − En = Gmn. (2.24)
Thus the deﬁnition of Green's function can be written:
G = (E −H)−1 ⇔ (E −H)G(E) = I. (2.25)
If the energy E is increased or decreased by an inﬁnitesimal term iη → 0, the
retarded (causal) and advanced Green's functions, G+ and G−, are received:
G±(E + iη) =
1
E −H ± iη . (2.26)
Physically these Green's functions represent the causality of the propagation. In
the retarded scheme the perturbation follows the movement of a particle, whereas in
the advanced scheme the perturbation precedes the particle's movement. Retarded
Green's function deﬁnes the propagation of the electron to a empty space (hole)
and advanced Green's function the propagation of the hole to the site of an electron
(see picture 2.5). Later it is seen that the convergence factor η has a connection
to the environment of the electron system, which can be taken into account with a
self-energy term.
Figure 2.5: The retarded Green's function G+ deﬁnes the movement of a particle to a
empty state whereas the advanced Green's function G− moves the hole to an occupated
site.
Green's functions can be used to describe how a system reacts to a continuous
perturbation A = V ψ. When the Green's function of the system is known, the wave
function under continuous perturbation can be simply derived from equation 2.15
ψ = ψ0 + (E −H)−1A = ψ0 +GA = ψ0 +GV ψ, (2.27)
where (E − H)ψ0 = 0 (the unperturbed situation), ψ0 is the unperturbed wave
function and V is the potential of the perturbation. The last form of the equation
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2.27 is the general form of the Lippmann-Schwinger [45]:
ψ = ψ0 +G0V ψ ⇒ (I −G0V )ψ = ψ0 ⇒ ψ = ψ0 +G0V (1−G0V )−1ψ0. (2.28)
Substituting T = V (I −G0V )−1 the following form is received:
ψ = ψ0 +G0Tψ0. (2.29)
This implies that to obtain the wave function in the perturbed scheme, only the
unperturbed Green's function, G0, unperturbed wave function, ψ0, and the pertur-
bation V must be known.
2.2.1 Non equilibrium Green's functions
Transport systems are formed of two leads that trap between them a nanostructure.
When there is a potential diﬀerence between the leads, current arises between them
and ﬂows through the nanostructure. The system is then regarded to be in non equi-
librium. [46] To study non equilibrium systems, non equilibrium Green's function
(NEGF) formalism (Keldysh or the Kadanoﬀ-Baym [47] formalism) is introduced.
It is an extremely useful tool in studying non equilibrium many-particle systems
and widely used to describe transport phenomena. This section is an easy-going in-
troduction to non equilibrium Green's functions, which follows the Paulsson's paper
[48] on the subject.
In NEGF formalism the system is divided into two contacts 1, 2 and a device d
between them (see picture 2.6). System can for instance consist of a molecule and
two surrounding leads. As the subsystems are thought of as separate systems, they
have their own Hamiltonians and corresponding wave functions: H1, H2, Hd and
ψ1, ψ2, ψd.
H1 |ψ1〉 = E1 |ψ1〉
Hd |ψd〉 = Ed |ψd〉
H2 |ψ2〉 = E2 |ψ2〉
(2.30)
Figure 2.6: Division of the NEGF system to device d, and contacts 1 and 2 around them.
When the subsystems are close to each other, a connection arises between them.
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The total Hamiltonian of the system can be then written as a tridimensional matrix
and the discrete Schrödinger equation is written
H |n〉 = E |n〉 ⇒
H1 τ1 0τ †1 Hd τ †2
0 τ2 H2

|ψ1〉|ψd〉
|ψ2〉
 , (2.31)
where τi describes the interaction between device and contact, that is, how inten-
sively the wave functions of the device and contact overlap
τi =
∫
ψ∗dHψid
3r = 〈ψd|H|ψi〉 (2.32)
and τ †i is its conjugate transpose
τ †i = 〈ψi|H|ψd〉 . (2.33)
Between the two contacts, 1 and 2, no interaction is met.
With the help of Green's functions, the wave function of the contact |ψ2〉 can be
calculated from equation 2.31's third row:
0 |ψ1〉+ τ2 |ψd〉+H2 |ψ2〉 = E |ψ2〉
⇔ (E −H2) |ψ2〉 = τ2 |ψd〉
|ψ2〉 = g2(E)τ2 |ψd〉 ,
(2.34)
where g2(E) is the Green's function of isolated contact 2: (E −H2)g2 = I.
As easily the Green's function for the device in the connected system, Gd, can be
calculated. From the deﬁnition of Green's function and from equation 2.31E −H1 −τ1 0−τ †1 E −Hd −τ †2
0 −τ2 E −H2

G1 G1d G12Gd1 Gd Gd2
G21 G2d G2
 =
I 0 00 I 0
0 0 I
 , (2.35)
which ultimately2 gives
Gd = (E −Hd − Σ1 − Σ2)−1, (2.36)
where Σ1 = τ
†
1g1τ1 and Σ2 = τ
†
2g2τ2 are called self-energies and g1,2 are the Green's
functions of the isolated contacts. Self-energies describe the connection to electron
sink or source and take into account the perturbative eﬀect of the contacts. In
2See [48] for details.
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general, matrix form of a Green's function in region α can be then evaluated by:
Gα = (ESα −Hα −
∑
i
Σi)
−1, (2.37)
where Σi takes into account the eﬀect of the neighboring region, i, and Sα is the
overlap matrix.
When the Green's function of the device in the perturbed system is known, the
total current ﬂowing through the device can be deﬁned by the Landauer formula for
current:
I =
e
pi~
∫ ∞
E=−∞
dE(f(E, µ1)− f(E, µ2))Tr(G†dΓ2GdΓ1), (2.38)
where f(E, µ1/2) is the Fermi function and
Γj = i(Σj − Σ†j).[33] (2.39)
2.3 Theory of STM
Theory of scanning tunneling microscope focuses on how to derive the tunneling
current between the STM tip and STM surface. Over the years numerous theories for
calculating the tunneling current have been developed [29]. The theories are divided
to four main categories [28]: Tersoﬀ-Hamann approach [31], Bardeen's approach
[30], Landauer-Büttiker approach [32] and Keldysh (NEGF) approach [33]. Here
the theory of scanning tunneling microscope is presented according to Todorov and
Pendry [35, 36].
To calculate the electrical current between two regions, A and B, the regions are at
ﬁrst thought of as separate systems (see picture 2.7). While the regions are isolated
from each other, they have separate eigenstates, EA and EB, and eigenfunctions, ϕA
and ϕB. In B region ϕA = 0, and in A region ϕB = 0. The Schrödinger equation of
each isolated region is:
EIϕI = HIϕI , (2.40)
where the subscript I denotes isolated region A or B. (This is a notation used
throughout the section.)
When the regions are brought close to each other, a connection arises and tunnel-
ing between the regions is possible. A potential diﬀerence vAB appears between the
regions. The amount of electrons of region A to tunnel to region B, δϕBA, can be
derived from the Lippmann-Schwinger equation 2.29. Moving of the electrons from
region to another gives rise to a current between the regions.
δϕBA = G
0
BBTBAϕA, (2.41)
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Figure 2.7: The A and B regions are in the STM model the tip and surface region. The
tunneling current is calculated as the ﬂowing current through interface BA.
where G0II is the Green's function of an isolated region
G0II =
1
E − EI − ΣI (2.42)
and TIJ is transition matrix [45] that sums the series
TIJ = vIJ(1−G0IIvIJG0JJvJI)−1. (2.43)
Here vBA is the scattering potential due to which electrons from A travel to the
B region, and TBA is a modiﬁcation of the potential vBA that takes into account
multiple scattering. The ΣI term in 2.42 is the self-energy term as introduced in
section 2.2.1.
δϕBA can be proven to obey the Schrödinger equation within B region:
EδϕBA = − ~
2
2m
∇2δϕBA + V δϕBA + ΣBδϕBA. (2.44)
Now the equation 2.44 is multiplicated by δϕ∗BA and a complex conjugate is taken
of it. This gives:
EδϕBAδϕ
∗
BA = −
~2
2m
δϕ∗BA∇2δϕBA + V δϕBAδϕ∗BA − δϕBAΣ∗Bδϕ∗BA. (2.45)
and the complex conjugate:
Eδϕ∗BAδϕBA = −
~2
2m
δϕBA∇2δϕ∗BA + V δϕ∗BAδϕBA + δϕ∗BAΣBδϕBA. (2.46)
Subtracting equation 2.46 from equation 2.45 and integrating over region B leads
to equation
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2i
∫
B
δϕ∗BAΓBδϕBAdB =
~2
2m
∫
B
(δϕ∗BA∇2δϕBA − δϕBA∇2δϕ∗BA)dB, (2.47)
where
ΓB =
1
2i
(ΣB − Σ∗B). (2.48)
The right hand side of equation 2.47 can be transformed into a surface integral by
using Green's theorem3:
2i
∫
B
δϕ∗BAΓBδϕBAdB =
~2
2m
∮
B
(δϕ∗BA∇δϕBA − δϕBA∇δϕ∗BA)d~S, (2.49)
The integrand on the right hand side is clearly the formula of electrical current
IBA =
i~e
2m
(δϕ∗BA∇δϕBA − δϕBA∇δϕ∗BA)[38]. (2.50)
Combining this equation with equation 2.41 and 2.49, the current between the re-
gions A and B is obtained:
IAB =
2e
~
∫
B
ϕ∗ATABG
0−
B ΓBG
0+
B TBAϕAdB. (2.51)
This corresponds the current formula given by Todorov:
dIAB =
2pie
~
Tr[ρ0ATABρ
0
BTBA]dE, (2.52)
where ρ0A/B is unperturbed density of states as deﬁned in equation 2.8 in the unper-
turbed scheme. As Pendry says though, this current only represents the contribution
of a single 'mode'. This current is from the right lead and equal to the current from
left lead as the voltage is zero. To receive the total current I, bias voltage V is
added. This changes the Fermi-Dirac distributions, that is the Fermi functions, in
A and B regions to f(E) and f(E + eV ), respectively.
The total current I in the system is then obtained by multiplying the currents
2.52 of both regions by their distributions and subtracting them from each other:
I =
∫
[dIAB(E)f(E)− |dIBA(E)|f(E + eV )]
=
2pie
~
∫
Tr[ρ0A(E)T
†
AB(E)ρ
0
B(E)TBA(E)][f(E)− f(E + eV )]dE. (2.53)
The Fermi functions are step functions as is seen in picture 2.8, so they pick up
3Green's theorem:
∫
V
(u∇2v − v∇2u)dα = ∮
∂V
(u∇v − v∇u)dα). [43]
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the values up to energy EF (f(E)) and up to EF − eV in f(E + eV ). When these
occupation functions are subtracted from each other, they form a function that picks
up values in the range from EF − eV to EF , which is the interesting energy region
in this case.
Figure 2.8: Fermi functions f(E), f(E + eV ) and their remainder.
From the current formula, an equation for conductance, σ, is derived by simply
diﬀerentiating the current with respect to voltage:
σ =
dI
dV
=
2pie
~
∫
[f(E)− f(E + eV )] d
dV
Tr[ρ0A(E)T
†
AB(E)ρ
0
B(E)TBA(E)] (2.54)
+ ef ′(E + eV )Tr[ρ0A(E)T
†
AB(E)ρ
0
B(E)TBA(E)]dE.
If the Fermi function is regarded as a step function as in picture 2.8, diﬀerentiating
f(E + eV ) with respect to V gives a negative delta-peak at E + eV . Hence the
conductance takes a more convenient form
σ =
dI
dV
=
2pie
~
Tr[TABρ0B(EF )TBAρ
0
A(EF + eV )][35], (2.55)
if the density of states changes suﬃciently slowly with respect to the bias voltage.
If this is compared to the Landauer formula of conductance [32]:
σ =
e2
pi~
T (E), (2.56)
the transmission coeﬃcient T (E) is received as
T (E) = 2pi
2
e
Tr[TABρ0β(EF )TBAρ
0
A(EF + eV )], (2.57)
which is equal to the equilibrium limit of the non equilibrium equation
T (E) = 1
e
Tr[G†dΓ2GdΓ1]. (2.58)
Another thing to be noted is the connection of equation 2.53 to Bardeen's tun-
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neling current in equation 2.2. This implies that
I =
2pie
~
∫
Tr[ρ0A(E)|MAB|2ρ0B(E)][f(E)− f(E + eV )]dE, (2.59)
which now corresponds to the ﬁnding of Tersoﬀ and Hamann of the proportionality
of current to local density of states (equation 2.5), as the basis is changed from
(A,B) to (r, r′).
Tersoﬀ and Hamann's deﬁnition of the surface's wave function is
ψA(r0) ∝ e−2κ(R+d), (2.60)
where R is the radius of curvature of the tip and d is smallest distance between tip
and surface. This means that the tunneling current must be proportional to the
distance between tip and surface
I ∝ e−2κd. (2.61)
This is the exact same as presented in equation 2.1. This also leads to a conclusion
that the conductance has also a similar dependency on the distance d:
σ ∝ e−2κd.[31] (2.62)
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3. SIMULATION METHODS
To simulate realistic STM experiments, detailed information about the system's ge-
ometric and electronic structure is essential. In simulations the aim is to create a
system that is geometrically as close to a real system as possible, and to have as
accurate electronic structure of it as possible. Reaching the optimal geometric struc-
ture and the corresponding electronic structure of the many-body system involves
solving its Schrödinger equation. To solve the Schrödinger equation of a complex
many-body system, approximations to the equation have to be made, which are
introduced by electronic structure methods.
Density functional theory, DFT, [49, 50] has become a popular electronic structure
method for studying materials and molecules at the atomic scale [51]. In DFT the
ground state energy of an electronic system is written in terms of electron probability
density, ρ(r), which denotes the total electron density at a particular point r in
space. The energy is thus a functional of the electron density, E[ρ(r)]. This method
enables an accurate and eﬃcient way of solving systems with hundreds of atoms.
For calculations of the excited energy states a time-dependent density functional
theory, TDDFT is used. [52]
In this thesis, all the simulations are done using a grid-based projector augmented
wave (GPAW) method. GPAW is an open source density functional theory Python
[53] code that implements projector augmented-wave method, PAW, [54] using a
real space grid [51]. Instead of using a grid, GPAW can also perform the calculation
by using a localized atomic-orbital basis set. With the localized atomic-orbital
basis set GPAW can be used for studying of scanning tunneling microscopy and
electron transport using non equilibrium Green's functions. Non equilibrium Green's
function method enables taking both the tip and surface structures into account in
the simulation. The STM and transport simulations are thus a combination of
DFT and NEGF method, which at present is actually the most popular approach
to simulations of transport in nanocontacts [55]. Therefore, GPAW is the only
simulation tool needed, and it seems to be a suitable choice for the calculations.
In this chapter the simulation methods of this thesis are presented. At ﬁrst the
used program package GPAW, and the PAW method it is based on, are introduced.
The simulation methods used in electronic structure, STM and electron transport
calculations follow. Curious readers can ﬁnd all the used scripts in appendix A.
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3.1 Grid-based projector augmented wave method
Grid-based projector augmented wave method, GPAW, [51] is the main method
used in the calculations of this thesis. GPAW is a density functional theory (DFT)
code that implements the projector augmented wave, PAW, [54] method using a
real space grid. The use of a real space grid introduces several advantages: free
and periodic boundary conditions can be ﬂexibly treated, parallelization is eﬃcient
with small communication between computational cores, and accuracy is adjusted
systematically by changing the grid spacing. When no such accuracy is needed,
GPAW uses atom-centered localized orbitals. This is called the LCAO mode, the
LCAO denoting linear combination of atomic orbitals. LCAO mode is used for
example in electron transport calculations within non equilibrium Green's function
approach. [56] The grid presentation and LCAO mode can be combined to receive
optimal performance. For example a structural optimization can be performed by
ﬁrst optimizing within LCAO mode and then changing to grid mode to receive for
example adsorption energies, which would not be good in LCAO. [57]
In the following subsections an introduction to projector augmented wave method
is provided and characteristics of grid and LCAO mode are presented. For a more
detailed information about PAW method and GPAW and its parameters, the refer-
ences [56, 54, 58, 51] are recommended.
3.1.1 Projector augmented wave method
Projector augmented wave method, PAW, was introduced by Blöchl in 1994 [54].
This ab initio electronic structure method combines the augmented wave methods
[59] and the pseudopotential approach [60]. As input the method requires only
the charge and mass of the nuclei, the number of electrons and an initial atomic
geometry [61]. The theory introduced here follows the paper of Rostgaard [58].
In PAW method the original rapidly oscillating Kohn-Sham single particle wave
functions |ψn〉 near the nuclei are written with the help of auxiliary smooth pseudo
wave functions |ψ˜n〉:
|ψn〉 = Tˆ |ψ˜n〉 , (3.1)
where n labels the quantum state and Tˆ is linear transformation operator. The aux-
iliary wave functions can then be solved from transformed Kohn-Sham equations1:
Tˆ †HˆTˆ |ψ˜n〉 = nTˆ †Tˆ |ψ˜n〉 , (3.2)
where n is the energy of the corresponding single particle wave function |ψn〉.
It is notable that the transformation has eﬀect only inside a certain atom-speciﬁc
1Kohn-Sham equation is the Schrödinger equation of a system of non-interacting particles. [50]
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augmentation region, called augmentation sphere, for which
|r¯ − R¯a| < rac , (3.3)
where r¯ is the position vector, R¯a is atom a's position and rc is the cutoﬀ radius of the
augmentation sphere of atom a. The augmentation spheres do not overlap. Inside
the augmentation sphere the real wave function is expanded into partial waves φai ,
which each have their own corresponding auxiliary smooth partial wave φ˜ai . Outside
the augmentation sphere the transformation must not have an eﬀect, because the
wave functions are already smooth there. The transformation is deﬁned
Tˆ = 1 +
∑
a
∑
i
Tˆ a |φ˜ai 〉 〈p˜ai | = 1 +
∑
a
∑
i
(|φai 〉 − |φ˜ai 〉) 〈p˜ai | . (3.4)
The transformation is expressed in terms of partial waves, smooth partial waves
and smooth projector functions, p˜ai . The projector functions are localized inside the
augmentation spheres and satisfy 〈p˜ai1 |φ˜ai2〉 = δi1i2 .
For calculating densities and energies, PAW method uses the same approach.
Inside the augmentation sphere the parameter under examination is smooth, and as
r > rac it meets the unsmooth value. Because going through all the details of PAW
is not of importance here, the references [54, 51] are recommended. The electron
densities and total energies as well as the construction of projector functions and
smooth waves in PAW are described there.
In the calculations performed, the Hamiltonian and overlap matrices are often
received straight from GPAW calculator. In projector augmented wave method the
Hamiltonian is:
H˜ = −1
2
∇2 + v˜ +
∑
aij
|p˜ai 〉∆Haij 〈p˜aj | , (3.5)
where v˜ is the eﬀective potential, |p˜ai 〉 are localized functions that are nonzero inside
an augmentation sphere around each atom a, and ∆Haij atomic Hamiltonians that
contain the local contribution of individual atoms. The Hamiltonian for any two
basis functions, with overlap with the augmentation spheres ignored, is:
Hij = 〈Φi|H˜|Φj〉 ≈ 〈Φi| − 1
2
∇2 + v˜|Φj〉 . (3.6)
The overlap between two basis functions is deﬁned through an overlap operator
S = 1 +
∑
aij
|p˜ai 〉∆Saij 〈p˜aj | , (3.7)
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where ∆Saij are the atomic contributions deﬁned by
∆Saij = 〈φai |φaj 〉 − 〈φ˜ai |φ˜aj 〉 . (3.8)
The overlap is
Sij = 〈φi|φj〉+
∑
aij
〈φi|p˜ai 〉∆Saij 〈p˜aj |φj〉 . (3.9)
If the centers of the basis functions are far apart, the atomic contributions can be
ignored and the overlap matrix approximated by:
Sij ≈ 〈φi|φj〉 . (3.10)
3.1.2 Grid mode
In GPAW's grid mode wave functions, electron densities and potentials are repre-
sented on tridimensional uniform grids in real space. All integrals over space are
turned into sums over the grid points. The grid is deﬁned by its spacing h, which
deﬁnes the accuracy of the calculation: the smaller the grid spacing the more ac-
curate the calculation. The grid is illustrated in two dimensions in ﬁgure 3.1. For
calculation of the wave functions a coarse grid is used, and for electron densities and
potentials a ﬁne grid. The ﬁne grid has twice as many grid points as the coarse grid
in each direction and its grid point density therefore is 23 = 8 times higher. [51]
Figure 3.1: In GPAW's grid mode the system is deﬁned on a uniform real space grid with
grid spacing h.
Boundary conditions can be deﬁned in the grid as zero for isolated systems and
periodic for periodic systems. In the calculations of this thesis, k-point sampling is
used, and therefore wave functions have Bloch type boundary conditions
ψ˜nk(r + R) = ψ˜nk(r)e
ik·R, (3.11)
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where R is any Bravais vector. [56]
3.1.3 LCAO mode
LCAO mode is not as numerically accurate as the grid mode, but it oﬀers a com-
putationally eﬀortless and more eﬃcient way of computing in GPAW. LCAO mode
and grid mode can be used side by side, starting for example with LCAO mode and
completing the results with grid mode to receive more accurate results.
In LCAO mode the wave functions are written as a linear combination of atomic-
like orbitals Φv(r)
Ψ˜n(r) =
∑
v
cnvΦv(r), (3.12)
where cnv are the expansion coeﬃcients. The atomic-like orbitals used as basis
functions Φv(r) are atom centered and of the form:
Φv(r) = Φ
a
`mn(r) = R
a
n`(|r−Ra|)Y`m(r−Ra), (3.13)
as v is a composite of a, n, ` and m (the principal, angular momentum and magnetic
quantum numbers), Ran` is the radial function and Y`m is the spherical harmonic.
The basis function is strictly localized and thus vanishes beoynd a certain cutoﬀ
radius rc. [56] This sets the Hamiltonian and overlap matrices sparse in the basis-
set representation [57].
The accuracy received using the LCAO mode depends on the quality of the basis
set that is chosen to represent the electronic structure. The simplest basis set is
the single zeta basis, sz, which contains one atomic orbital per valence electron. To
improve radial ﬂexibility, basis functions with the same angular momentum ` can be
added to each valence state. The basis is then called a multiple-zeta basis, which can
be denoted as dz or tz as the basis is double-zeta or triple-zeta. For improvement
of the angular ﬂexibility, polarization functions are added. In these functions `
corresponds to the lowest unoccupied angular momentum. With the polarization
functions added the basis are called single-zeta polarized, szp, double-zeta polarized,
dzp and so on. [56] The used basis deﬁnes the number of basis functions, which is an
essential piece of information in some parts of the STM and transport calculations.
In STM and transport calculations the spatial resolution is essential, so the phys-
ically intuitive local real space basis of LCAO is very useful. Another redeeming
feature is the lower computational cost, which is signiﬁcant in examination of large
systems. Hence, in the STM and transport calculations of this thesis, the LCAO
mode is applied.
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3.2 Calculation of the electronic structures
Knowledge of the geometric and electronic structure is essential in STM calculations.
To build atomic structures, Atomic Simulation Environment, ASE, [62] is used. ASE
works in cooperation with a calculator, in this thesis mainly GPAW2, which provides
for example the energies, forces and wave functions. Then in optimizing structures,
the calculator solves new positions for the atoms using the deﬁned quality.
The structure optimizing works as follows. At ﬁrst a starting geometric structure
must be deﬁned with ASE. Then a calculator is added to deﬁne properties, such as
the electronic structure, of the deﬁned geometric structure. The electronic structure
is needed to deﬁne forces between atoms. The interest is in ﬁnding out what is the
optimal geometrical structure of the given system. Thus, the optimization calcula-
tion runs until the force, ~F , on all individual atoms, a, is less than the maximum
force fmax deﬁned:
max
a
| ~Fa| < fmax. (3.14)
Eventually as a result is given an optimal geometrical structure and the correspond-
ing electronic structure, just what is needed for STM calculations.
3.3 STM calculations
GPAW includes an STM code for calculating STM images and corrugation curves
using non equilibrium Green's functions. It has been used in previous STM cal-
culations [65, 66], but later on its functionality has been questioned [67]. Method
uses Bardeen's theory [30] to calculate the tunneling current. Bardeen's approach
keeps the wave functions of tip and surface separate and ﬁxed, and thus does not
oﬀer a realistic model to STM calculations, when the tip and surface are brought
very close or a large bias voltage is applied, which would cause distortion to the
wave functions. The method is limited to large tip to surface distances and low bias
voltage, but within these limitations it is a succesfull and widely used method. [65]
As seen in subsection 2.2.1 the standard NEGF treatment divides the system
into three subsystems. However, in the STM code used in this thesis the tip and
suface are represented as two separate subsystems as in Bardeen's approach. This
is due to the fact that in STM calculations it is vital that the tip is allowed to
move arbitrarily with respect to the surface plane. The subsystems are in thermal
equilibrium and coupling between them is treated perturbatively. They consist of
a non-periodic part and a semi-inﬁnite bulk crystal which are coupled. The STM
system is illustrated in ﬁgure 3.2.
The Hamiltonian of the whole STM system, H, can then be constructed of the
2Eﬀective medium theory (EMT) potential [63, 64] is the other one used in the calculations.
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Figure 3.2: Model picture of the STM system, which is divided to tip and surface regions.
The light grey atoms illustrate the semi-inﬁnite part of the regions.
Hamiltonians of isolated tip and region, HS and HT , and the coupling in between,
V :
H = HS +HT + V. (3.15)
The elements of the coupling matrix are calculated from overlaps of particular basis
functions in the tip and surface region, |φt〉, |ψs〉:
VTS = 〈φt|HTS|ψs〉 = 〈φt| − 1
2
∇2 + V TKS + V SKS|ψs〉 , (3.16)
where V αKS is the Kohn-Sham potential [50] of an isolated region α.
The tunneling current, as the applied bias voltage is U , is calculated as
I =
2e2
h
∫ EF+eU
EF
dETr
[
VSTATT (E − eU)VTSASS(E)
]
, (3.17)
where the integration is over the bias window eU and
Aαα = i
[
G−αα −G+αα
]
. (3.18)
Aαα is the spectral function for isolated region α, where G+ and G− are the retarded
and advanced Green's functions
G+αα(E) = [(E + iη)Sα −Hα − Σα]−1 (3.19)
G−αα(E) = [(E − iη)Sα −Hα − Σα]−1. (3.20)
Equation 3.17 is equal to the Bardeen's formula of current presented in equation
2.53. The connection of the formulas is discussed in detail in reference [66].
To receive the Hamiltonians and overlap matrices for tip and surface, DFT cal-
culations must be done and the structure must be optimized. Because the regions
are divided to a periodic and non periodic part, the calculations are done to each
part separately. Division to semi-inﬁnite and non-periodic parts is illustrated nicely
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in picture 3.4, which demonstrates the almost identical transport calculation setup.
In calculations the periodic semi-inﬁnite part is constructed of inﬁnitely repeated
principal layers. These principal layers must be thick enough to ensure that coupling
takes place only between neighboring layers. The principal layers must also be
compatible with the structure at issue. If a surface has an fcc(111)3 structure, the
principal layers posited side by side must construct an fcc(111) structure. Thus the
number of atomic layers constructing the principal layers depends on the crystal
structure: fcc(111) needs three atomic layers and fcc(100) settles with two (see
picture 3.3). Calculation of the Hamiltonian and overlap matrices for one principal
layer is suﬃcient to receive the useful information for the semi-inﬁnite part.
Figure 3.3: Fcc(100) and fcc(111) structures in the xz-view. Red atoms show the structure
that is replied in the z-direction.
The non-periodic part is only periodic in the transverse direction, and thus sur-
rounded by a vacuum on both sides in the transport direction. For a smooth match-
ing in the interface of the non-periodic and semi-inﬁnite part, a couple of convergence
layers are to be added on the other side of the non periodic part. The convergence
layers take care that the potential in the non-periodic part converges to the bulk
value present in the semi-inﬁnite lead. The convergence layers are removed after the
DFT calculation is performed.
After the structure has been optimized and the DFT calculation is done, Green's
functions are deﬁned by equation 2.37, coupling between tip and surface for all tip
positions by equation 3.16, and at last the tunneling current as presented in equation
3.17.
The code calculates constant height STM images. Constant current STM is done
3fcc = face centered cubic
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by mapping the current as a function of positions x, y and tip height d. Then to
receive constant current image for a particular current, the corresponding image is
found by interpolating between constant height images.
3.4 Transport calculations
Transport calculations are done following the example scripts in GPAW's home-
pages. Script uses ASE's TransportCalculator class to calculate the transmission
functions and GPAW calculator to receive the Hamiltonians and overlap matrices.
TransportCalculator applies the Green's function method to deﬁne transport prop-
erties of a device trapped between two semi-inﬁnite leads. The class also introduces
the calculation of projected density of states.
In transport calculations the system is divided to a central region and two semi-
inﬁnite leads on both sides of the central regions [56]. The semi-inﬁnite leads are
constructed of inﬁnitely repeated principal layers, as was done in the STM calcula-
tions. The central region contains at least one principal layer on each side and the
region must be large enough to ensure there is no direct coupling between the leads.
The principal layer size is deﬁned to be large enough to ensure coupling only takes
place between nearest neighbor layers. A model of division into the central and lead
regions is presented in picture 3.4.
Figure 3.4: In ASE's transport module the system is constructed of a central region (the
brown and red atoms in the middle in the box) and of principal layers (pink atoms) that
are repeated inﬁnitely. The principal layers construct the semi-inﬁnite leads. The three
layers of pink atoms represent one principal layer. Grey atoms demonstrate the periodicity
in the transverse direction.
The system is described by a Hamiltonian whose each term is ascribed as left,
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central or right region or the coupling between the regions. The Hamiltonian is
hence written as a block tridiagonal matrix:
H =

. . . VL
V †L HL VL
V †L HC VR
V †R HR VR
V †R
. . .

, (3.21)
where the Hamiltonians HL/R are for the left/right principal layer, HC for the cen-
tral region and VL/R describes the coupling between principal layers and coupling
from principal layers into the central region. VL/R corresponds to the τi deﬁned in
subsection 2.2.1.
The matrices HL/R, VL/R and HC can be model Hamiltonians or received from
diﬀerent kinds of electronic structure codes. With HL/R, VL/R and HC deﬁned,
the elastic transimission function is determined using the non equilibrium Green
function (NEGF) method.
The method is simple, really. Once the Hamiltonians and overlap matrices, that
is the coupling matrices, for the subsystems are constructed in LCAO basis, getting
Green's functions and self-energies is straightforward: HL → GL, HR → GR and
HC → GC , and the self-energies:
ΣL/R = V
†
L/RGL/RVL/R. (3.22)
The transmission is ﬁnally received from equation 2.58, where Γ1 = ΓL and
Γ2 = ΓR, and they are deﬁned according to equation 2.39. Projected density of
states is calculated from Green's functions with formula 2.8.
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4. SYSTEMS, SIMULATIONS, RESULTS AND
ANALYSIS
The goal is to model scanning tunneling microscopy and electron transport. This
is done using the calculation methods presented in chapter 3. All the calculations
begin with deﬁning and optimizing a geometric structure. The optimization gives the
electronic structure: wave functions and energy levels are obtained. With electronic
structure received the density of states and Green's functions can be calculated.
Using the non equilibrium Green's function methods then allows the calculation of
STM images and the transmission coeﬃcient. The ﬂowchart in ﬁgure 4.1 presents
the calculation progress.
Figure 4.1: Flowchart of the calculations done.
In this chapter the systems and results of the simulations are presented. The
structures examined are Cu(111) and Al(111) surfaces with and without O2 and H2
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adsorbates. STM images for Cu(100) are also calculated. In addition to transport
calculations the projected density of states are imaged to receive information of the
transmission channels.
4.1 Electronic structure of H2 and O2
H2 and O2 are the adsorbates in the studied systems, so the electronic structures of
the molecules are calculated. For the initial geometric structure experimental bond
lengths [68] are applied. GPAW calculates the electronic structure automatically
when a structure is optimized, giving the Fermi level, band eigenvalues and band
occupancy. The wave function of each energy level is saved to plt-format, which can
be opened in gOpenMol [69] to draw contour plots of each wave function.
The calculated electronic structures near the Fermi level can be seen in picture
4.2. Contour plots of the wave functions are attached to the energy level diagrams
viewing the molecular orbitals of the corresponding energies. The ﬁgure shows a
clear diﬀerence between the electronic structures of H2 and O2. For H2 there are no
energy levels near the Fermi level, as for O2 the highest occupied molecular orbital,
HOMO, and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital, LUMO, are degenerate and sited
on the Fermi energy.
It should be noted that these molecules are isolated and as they are added to
metal surfaces their energy states will shift and broaden, as is seen later. Because
of the great diﬀerence in these molecules' electronic structures, they are expected
to have a diﬀering eﬀect on the STM images and transport properties. This is why
these two molecules in particular were chosen.
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Figure 4.2: Energy levels and the corresponding wavefunctions of H2 and O2 near the
Fermi level EF .
4.2 STM images
STM images are calculated for Al(111), Cu(111) and Cu(100) surfaces. The exem-
plary GPAW's scripts are for Al(100) 2 × 2 × 9 surface, so at ﬁrst Cu(100) surface
is studied. In the example script the tip consists of a long chain of hydrogen atoms.
This is also the tip used in the STM calculations of this thesis. To ensure reli-
able results, the structures simulated are as large as possible and periodic boundary
conditions are added in the plane of the surface.
The simulations are started with simulating small surfaces, ﬁrst a 2×2×9 Cu(100)
surface. The bias voltage used is V = 0.05 eV and the number of both convergence
and principal layers is 4. STM images are presented in ﬁgure 4.3. Images show a
clear contrast change as the distance is increased from 4 Å to 5 Å. Unfortunately
no constant current STM images are obtained.
For calculations of 2 × 2 × 9 Cu(111) structure the same bias voltage is used,
but the number of principal and convergence layers is decreased from four to three
to take into account the change from fcc(100) to fcc(111) structure. Results are
received, but the images are stretched. The obtained STM images should be of the
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Figure 4.3: STM image for 2× 2× 9 Cu(100) surface and structure's plane view.
same size and shape with the cell of the structure, but in these calculations the
resulting image stretches the x-coordinate to the length of y-coordinate of the cell
and y to the length of x respectively. To receive sensible images, the images are
scaled to the shape of the cell. The rescaled STM images of Cu(111) are in picture
4.4.
The constant height picture is calculated with 5 Å height and the height in
constant current picture is ranging in around 6 Å, so the pictures are assumed to
resemble each other. The pictures in ﬁgure 4.4 are not alike, though. The constant
height picture seems to correspond the structure quite nicely, but the constant cur-
rent picture has a strange wavy look. This implies that the unit cell size is too small
and instead calculations for larger structures should be carried out. The problem
arises from the periodicity of the small cell. If the cell is too small, the tip may
see an atom and its image in the neighboring cell simultaneously, which distorts the
results.
Unfortunately, STM simulations of larger copper surfaces are not successful.
When trying to initialize the STM system, an error message is received, which
claims that the atoms are too close to cell boundaries. It is suggested [70] that the
error message means that the augmentation sphere is too large to ﬁt in the cell.
This means that the cutoﬀ radius rc is slightly larger than the distance to the cell
boundary. Browsing the GPAW mailinglist's messages further, it is found out that
the STM code has a bug in it. The problem is that it depends on the system,
whether the augmentation spheres are included in their entirety to the calculations.
If they are not, the cutoﬀ error arises. [71]
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Figure 4.4: Calculated constant height and constant current STM images of small 2×2×9
Cu(111) surface and the structure's xy-view.
Because the simulation of larger copper surfaces is not possible, an Al(111) surface
is studied. Simulations for a clean 4×4×6 Al(111) surface and for the same surface
with O2 adsorbate are carried out. The results can be seen in pictures 4.5, 4.6, 4.7
and 4.8. Pictures present constant height and constant current images calculated
with various heights and currents. Before the actual STM simulation the structures
are optimized. In the optimization the three bottom layers of the surface are kept
in place and the three top layers are allowed to move. The bond length of O2 is also
constrained to remain constant. The optimized structures are presented with the
STM images mentioned above.
The constant height and constant current images of the clean Al(111) surface are
similar and correspond each other well. The constant current image with current
I = 1 ∗ 10−3 nA with the tip height ranging between 7.35 Å and 7.40 Å looks about
the same as the constant height image received with tip height of 7.5 Å. Most of
the received images also seem to have C6 rotational symmetry: the images can be
rotated 60◦ and the image remains the same. This is correct, because the fcc(111)
plane has the same C6 symmetry.
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Figure 4.5: Constant height images of Al(111) surface at diﬀerent heights, d. The magni-
tude of the current is simply illustrated by a light colour at the highest current and dark
colour at the lowest current. The corresponding currents decrease as the tip is moved
further, so same colours in diﬀerent pictures do not represent same currents.
Figure 4.6: Constant current images of Al(111) surface at diﬀerent currents. The lighter
the colour, the further the tip is from the surface.
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Figure 4.7: a) Constant height images of Al(111) surfaces with an O2 adsorbate molecule.
b) The xy-, xz- and yz-views of the optimized structure. The atoms with 'X' are set still
in structure optimization.
STM images and the optimized structure of O2 adsorbate on Al(111) surface is
shown in ﬁgure 4.7. The optimized structure shows that the molecule is clearly
higher than the aluminium surface and that it attracts the atoms of the aluminium
surface from the plane. The higher oxygen atom of O2 molecule is about 1.7 Å from
the surface plane and the lower 1.3 Å. Three of the molecule's closest aluminium
atoms have rised the most from the surface plane. Their distances from the surface
plane are 0.2 Å, for the aluminium atom beneath the higher oxygen atom, and 0.1
Å, for the two other atoms.
Although the O2 adsorbate is clearly higher than the aluminium surface plane, it
is not observed in the STM images. Instead a depression is seen in the post of the
adsorbate. Same kind of depressions are found in experimental results [72, 73]. The
aluminium atoms that are higher than the surface plane are seen as protrusions, as
would be expected. The O2's eﬀect on the surface seems to be very wide. It is not
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Figure 4.8: Constant current images of Al(111) surfaces with an O2 adsorbate molecule.
Strangely the distance between the tip and surface does not seem to change according to
these images.
localized on the adsorption site, but seems to perturbate the whole 4 × 4 surface.
The wide eﬀect arises from the coupling of O2 to the surface wave functions. In the
experimental results [72, 73] such wide eﬀect is not seen and no protrusions around
the oxygen regions are met. The wide eﬀect suggests that in modeling of STM of
adsorbate molecules even larger simulation cells should be used.
All the constant current images with I ≤ 1 ∗ 10−6 nA look the same, and there
is only a slight 10−4 Å change in tip height, although the current is decreased
roughly. The images show no correspondence to the constant height images, except
for the similar depression on the position of the O2 molecule. The constant height
and constant current images should be correspondent, because the constant current
images are calculated by interpolating from the constant height images. There is
obviously a bug in the STM code.
Because of the poor results on constant current images with the O2 adsorbate,
the corrugation curves are calculated from constant height images. The corrugation
images thus present the tunneling current as a function of tip position. Corrugation
curves are received by doing a simple linescan instead of scanning the whole surface.
Again, for proper comparison, linescans are scanned in the same two directions for
the clean surface and for the one with the adsorbate. The linescans are presented
in ﬁgure 4.9.
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Figure 4.9: Linescans of the a) clean Al(111) surface and b) Al(111) with O2 adsorbate in
two directions. The STM image shows the directions of the linescans (1 and 2) presented.
The corrugation represents tunneling current's dependency on tip position.
STM images of H2 on Al(111) are not calculated, because the optimization of the
system's structure shows that the H2 molecule does not adsorb on the aluminium
surface. The optimized structure is illustrated in ﬁgure 4.10. The hydrogen molecule
stops at distance 3 Å from aluminium surface.
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Figure 4.10: The optimized structure of H2 on Al(111) surface. The H2 escapes the surface,
instead of adsorbing on it.
4.3 Electron transport
Transmission through a molecule trapped between two semi-inﬁnite leads is calcu-
lated and imaged. The explored molecules are H2 and O2. The electrodes in both
cases consist of Cu(111) surface with the exception that a tip of copper atoms is
added to the other lead. The scattering region consists of 4×4×4 copper surfaces on
both leads, the copper atom tip attached to the other lead and the molecule trapped
between the leads (see pictures 4.11 and 4.12). The projected density of states are
calculated and presented with the received transmission results in pictures 4.13 and
4.14.
In the case of H2 adsorbate the transmission is greatest in around energy of 1.5
eV from the Fermi-level. The electronic structure of hydrogen however shows that
the energy levels are around 6 eV away from the Fermi level. The energy levels have
clearly been shifted and broadened. The calculated picture for projected density of
states of the copper surface, shows a peak similar to the transmission peak observed.
Also a smaller peak in the vicinity of Fermi level is seen in both images. These peaks
are marked in picture 4.13 as 1 and 2. In the projected density of states of H2 no
such correspondence is discovered. This implies that the orbitals of hydrogen are not
used as transmission channels. Unfortunately the code does not give information of
which orbital each line in the PDOS image represents. The code can only tell that
they come from s- or d-orbital.
In the transmission of O2 between copper leads a clear peak is seen on the Fermi
level. This ﬁts well with the known electron structure of O2, where there are two
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Figure 4.11: Optimized structure of the scattering region of H2 molecule between two
Cu(111) leads. The atoms marked with X are set still in the optimization.
Figure 4.12: Optimized structure of the scattering region of O2 molecule between Cu(111)
leads.
degenerate energy levels on the Fermi level. The same peak on Fermi level is seen
in the projected density of states of O2 molecular orbitals. The Fermi level peak is
marked as 1 in picture 4.14. Other correspondence to O2 molecular orbitals is not
seen in the PDOS peaks of O2. The copper surface's PDOS is signiﬁcantly small
compared to other PDOS values calculated, and does not show correspondence to
the transmission. The two orbitals of O2 peaked on the Fermi level work clearly as
the major tunneling channel.
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Figure 4.13: a) Transmission through the H2 adsorbate on Cu(111) surface and b) projected
density of states of H2 molecular orbitals and c) copper surface.
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Figure 4.14: a) Transmission through O2 adsorbate on Cu(111) surface and b) projected
density of states of O2 molecular orbitals and c) copper surface.
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4.4 Comments
If there had been time for more simulations, it would have been interesting to see
how the chosen molecules act between aluminium leads, as aluminium surface was
used in the STM calculations. With the received results no sensible comparison
between the transport and STM results can be made.
For future usage of the STM package some serious updating should be made, so it
would be possible to simulate any structures and materials. The transport package
is functional as it is, and it has potential to be developed into simulation of scanning
tunneling spectroscopy. To implement this, the system would have to be separated
into two regions as in the STM code, and the boundary conditions should be chosen
in a way that would enable moving the regions with respect to one another.
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5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The discovery of scanning tunneling microscope, STM, three decades ago was the
ﬁrst method to enable imaging of the atomic structure in real space. Since its
invention STM has kept its position as one of the most important tools in modern
surface science. In addition it has conquered the world by reproducing numerous
applications. Experimenting surfaces with adsorbate molecules has shown that the
STM image does not illustrate the geometrical surface, but can show depressions
where there geometrically is a protrusion. Understanding the STM images is thus
in need of theoretical models and computational simulation.
The goal of this thesis was to test the applicability of grid-based projector aug-
mented wave (GPAW) method to STM and transport calculations. GPAW pro-
gram package was chosen, because it includes ready packages for studying STM
and electron transport with a non equilibrium Green's function (NEGF) method.
The particular interest in simulations was to study adsorbate molecules on metal
surfaces.
It turned out that the GPAW's STM package is incomplete, and does only apply
for certain systems. During the work in progress the GPAW developers announced
that the STM code is no longer maintained and it may or may not work. In princi-
ple the theory is implemented, but in practice the code's functionality is dependent
on the materials, geometry and chosen LCAO basis. The STM calculations were
thus restricted to surfaces that did produce results. Luckily the transport package
did not cause any trouble.
Despite the setbacks with the STM package, some successful STM results were
received. To get an insight what happens, when an adsorbate is added to the surface,
the simulations were carried out to clean surfaces and surfaces with adsorbates.
Both constant current and constant height STM images were received to Al(111)
and Al(111) with O2 adsorbate. The images and linescans showed that the oxygen
molecule is seen as a depression on the surface, although it geometrically is seen as a
protrusion. Similar depressions are met in experimental studies of a similar system
[72, 73].
Electron transport was studied with a system, where two copper, Cu(111), leads
sandwich an O2 or an H2 molecule between them. Comparison of the transmission
and projected density of states led to a conclusion that with the H2 molecule the
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transmission is through the copper surface, and with O2 molecule, the molecule acts
as the tunneling channel. Transmission is most seemingly dependent on the molecule
and its electronic structure.
It is concluded that GPAW shows some promising potential in calculation of scan-
ning tunneling microscopy and electron transport. Even though the STM package
used in this thesis does not work, GPAW has all the tools for calculation of Green's
functions in an atomic orbital basis, and thus enables developing of tailor-made STM
and STS applications. The present GPAW's STM package is recommended to use
with a bit of caution until it is being updated to work for more than a couple of
systems. In the mean time, other promising program packages, such as Nt_STM
[34], should be considered for calculational purposes.
All in all, even though the program package did not work as was expected, a
few successful results of STM of adsorbate molecules on metal surfaces, and elec-
tron transport through diﬀerent molecules, were received. The thesis succeeds in
giving some general results of simulated scanning tunneling microscopy of adsorbate
molecules on metal surfaces.
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A. APPENDIX
This appendix section represents GPAW-scripts used in this thesis. The scripts are
presented only for a single geometric structure, because the script is the same for
other structures. The only thing changing between structures is the deﬁnition of the
initial geometric structure, and in STM code the principal layer size changes when
changing between fcc(111) and fcc(100). All scripts are commented, '#' on a line
denotes that text after that is a comment.
A.1 Electronic structure scripts
Electronic structure scripts calculate the electronic structure of a molecule. The
script is handed an initial geometric structure, which is optimized, and as a result
the electronic structure, that is the wave functions and energy levels, are obtained.
GPAW calculator is given the same parameters as in transport calculations.
from ase.all import *
from ase.optimize import QuasiNewton
from gpaw import GPAW, Mixer, FermiDirac
basename = 'o2'
# Distance between O2-atoms, i.e. the initial bond length
d = 1.21
# Initial structure
atoms = Atoms([Atom('O', (0,0,0)), Atom('O', (0,0,d))])
atoms.center(vacuum=3.0)
# Define the calculator
calc = GPAW(h=0.3,
xc='PBE',
basis='szp(dzp)',
occupations=FermiDirac(width=0.4),
mode='lcao',
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txt=basename+'opt.txt',
mixer=Mixer(0.05, 10, weight=100.0),
convergence={'energy': 0.05, # eV / electron
'density': 1.0e-2,
'eigenstates': 4.0e-3 # eV^2 / electron
},
usesymm=None)
atoms.set_calculator(calc)
# Optimizer defined, here QuasiNewton is the optimizer.
opt = QuasiNewton(atoms, trajectory='o2opt.traj')
opt.run(fmax = 0.05) # Optimize structure until force < fmax
atoms.write(basename+'.xyz')
calc.write(basename+'.gpw', mode='all')
#Wave functions
nbands = calc.get_number_of_bands()
for band in range(nbands):
wf = calc.get_pseudo_wave_function(band=band)
#Wave functions are saved to their own plt-files
fname = basename+'_'+'%d' %(band)+'.plt'
print 'writing wf', band, 'to file', fname
write(fname, atoms, data=wf)
A.2 STM scripts
For STM calculations, two scripts must be used. The ﬁrst one deﬁnes the STM
tip and surface, and calculates Hamiltonians and overlap matrices, H and S. The
second one calculates the Green's functions and does the actual STM calculations
and images. The second part can be done in constant current or constant height
mode, for which there are separate scripts.
A.2.1 Deﬁning the tip and surface
The script deﬁnes the STM tip and STM surface. Initial geometric structure for the
surface (fcc(111) or fcc(100)) is received directly from ASE. The tip is a hydrogen
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atom chain. In the presented script, an adsorbate molecule is added. For clean
surfaces the adding of the adsorbate is omitted easily by deleting a couple of lines
of the code.
from ase.all import *
from ase import Atoms, Atom
from gpaw import GPAW, Mixer
from ase.lattice.surface import fcc111, add_adsorbate
from gpaw.transport.jstm import dump_hs, dump_lead_hs
from ase.constraints import FixAtoms, FixBondLength
from ase.optimize import QuasiNewton
calc = GPAW(h=0.2,
mixer=Mixer(0.03, 5, weight=140.0),
width=0.1,
mode='lcao',
basis='szp(dzp)',
txt='dumphs.txt',
usesymm=False)
# surface calculation
a = 4.0
srf = fcc111('Al', size=(4, 4, 6), orthogonal = True)
# Add adsorbate
# O_2 bond length
o = 1.21
adsorbate = Atoms('O2', [(0,0,0),(0,o,0)])
add_adsorbate(srf, adsorbate, 2.0,
position=(srf.positions[-6][0], srf.positions[-6][1]))
srf.pbc=(1,1,0)
srf.center(axis=2, vacuum=8.0)
# Movement of tree top layers of surface
# and O_2's bond length constrained.
c = FixAtoms(mask=[a.index < 48 for a in srf])
b = FixBondLength(96,97)
srf.set_constraint([b,c])
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srf.set_calculator(calc)
opt = QuasiNewton(srf, trajectory='optAlO2.traj')
opt.run(fmax=0.05)
srf.get_potential_energy()
calc.write('srf')
# Dump overlap matrix and Hamiltonian matrix to the local directory.
# Here the keyword 'cvl' refers to the number of basis functions
# in the convergence layer, i.e. for the present system three atomic
# layers are used.
dump_hs(calc, 'srf', region='surface', cvl=4*4*3*9)
# tip calculation
a = 0.75 # lattice constant
tip = Atoms('H12', pbc=(1, 1, 0), cell=[5, 5, 12 * a + 7])
tip.positions[:,2] = [i * a for i in range(12)]
tip.positions[:] += (tip.cell / 2.0)[0, :] + (tip.cell / 2.0)[1, :]
tip.translate([0, 0, 6])
tip.set_calculator(calc)
tip.get_potential_energy()
calc.write('tip')
dump_hs(calc, 'tip', region='tip', cvl=4)
# The k-points changed for the lead calculation
calc.set(kpts=(1, 1, 7))
# surface principal layer calculation
srf_p = fcc111('Al', size=(4, 4, 3), orthogonal = True)
srf_p.pbc = (1, 1, 1)
srf_p.set_calculator(calc)
srf_p.get_potential_energy()
dump_lead_hs(calc, 'srf_p') # dump overlap and hamiltonian matrix
# tip principal layer calculation
tip_p = Atoms('H4', pbc=(1,1,1), cell=[5, 5, 4*a])
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tip_p.positions[:,2] = [i * a for i in range(4)]
tip_p.positions[:] += ((tip_p.cell / 2.0)[0, :] +
(tip_p.cell / 2.0)[1, :])
tip_p.set_calculator(calc)
tip_p.get_potential_energy()
dump_lead_hs(calc, 'tip_p') # dump overlap and hamiltonian matrix
A.2.2 Constant height images
Constant height images are calculated with the following script. The script also
produces linescan images. In the script the tip height from the surface is deﬁned in
parameter dmin. The images calculated are saved in png-format.
import pickle
from gpaw import GPAW
from gpaw.transport.jstm import STM
from ase.io import write
import matplotlib
matplotlib.use('Agg')
import pylab
basename = 'd6AlO2'
form = '.png'
# tip:
tip = GPAW('tip', txt=None)
h1, s1 = pickle.load(open('tip_hs.pckl')) # h ja s matrices
h10, s10 = pickle.load(open('tip_p_hs.pckl')) # for principal layer
# surface:
srf = GPAW('srf', txt=None)
h2, s2 = pickle.load(open('srf_hs.pckl'))
h20, s20 = pickle.load(open('srf_p_hs.pckl'))
#STM calculator:
stm = STM(tip, srf,
hs1=(h1[0], s1[0]), # tip
hs10=(h10[0], s10[0]),# tip's principal layer
hs2=(h2[0], s2[0]), # surface
hs20=(h20[0], s20[0]),# surface's principal layer
bias = 0.05, # bias voltage
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de = 0.05/7., # spacing of the energy grid at which
# Green's functions are evaluated
logfile='scan.log')
stm.set(dmin=6) # dmin is the distance between the tip and surface
# Initialization of the STM calculator
stm.initialize()
# STM scan
stm.scan()
# Linescan
stm.linescan([[0, 0],[25, 43.3]])
# Plot the current map and the linescan
stm.plot(label='I[nA]')
# Save figures to file.
pylab.savefig(basename+'linescan'+form)
pylab.close()
pylab.savefig(basename+'surface'+form)
A.2.3 Constant current images
Constant current images are obtained by interpolation. The script calculates con-
stant height images in speciﬁed region zmin..zmax, and the constant current image
is calculated by interpolating between constant height images. The images are saved
in png-format.
import pickle
from gpaw import GPAW
from gpaw.transport.jstm import STM
from ase.io import write
import matplotlib
matplotlib.use('Agg')
import pylab
# Tip:
tip = GPAW('tip', txt=None)
h1, s1 = pickle.load(open('tip_hs.pckl')) # h ja s matrices
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h10, s10 = pickle.load(open('tip_p_hs.pckl')) # Principal layer's h & s
# Surface:
srf = GPAW('srf', txt=None)
h2, s2 = pickle.load(open('srf_hs.pckl'))
h20, s20 = pickle.load(open('srf_p_hs.pckl'))
# STM calculator:
stm = STM(tip, srf,
hs1=(h1[0], s1[0]),
hs10=(h10[0], s10[0]),
hs2=(h2[0], s2[0]),
hs20=(h20[0], s20[0]),
bias = 0.5,
de = 0.5/7.,
logfile='scan.log')
stm.scan3d(zmin=5.0, zmax=7.0, filename='scan3d')
current = 1.5e-8
stm.read_scans_from_file('scan3d')
stm.get_constant_current_image(current)
# Plot the constant current STM image
stm.plot()
pylab.savefig(basename+'surface'+form)
A.3 Transport scripts
Electron transport is as well calculated in two parts. The ﬁrst script calculates the
Hamiltonian overlap matrices, and the second calculates transmission and projected
density of states using the received infromation. The structure of the transport
system diﬀers from STM system, so the deﬁning of the geometric structure is not
quite simple.
A.3.1 Calculating the Hamiltonian and overlap matrices
This script includes a long section of deﬁning the geometric structure of the scat-
tering region. The left lead is constructed by copying a number of layers from the
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scattering region's left side and the right lead is assumed identical.
from ase import Atoms, Atom
from gpaw import GPAW, Mixer, FermiDirac
from gpaw.lcao.tools import remove_pbc, get_lcao_hamiltonian
from gpaw lcao.tools import get_lead_lcao_hamiltonian
from ase.lattice.surface import fcc111, add_adsorbate
import cPickle as pickle
a = 2.41 # Cu binding length
b = 0.90 # H2 binding length
c = 1.70 # Cu-H binding length
L = (7.00/2)*4 # width of unit cell
ncux = 4 # number of Cu-atoms in x-direction
ncuy = 4
#####################
# Scattering region #
#####################
# Setup the Atoms for the scattering region.
# srf is the slab below the sample
srf = fcc111('Cu', size=(ncux, ncuy, 4), orthogonal = True)
srf.pbc=(1,1,1)
xcell = srf.cell[0][0]
ycell = srf.cell[1][1]
xcell1 = 5.105/2*ncux
ycell1 = 4.4213/2*ncuy
# Middle of the cell in x- and y-directions.
xcell2 = xcell1/2
ycell2 = ycell1/2
# The created srf is copied to the other side of the sample.
srf1 = srf.copy();
# mxsrf is the maximum z-component of the surface.
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mxsrf = max(srf.positions[:,2])
# The copy is moved up and to the side to match with next slab layer.
# The copied surface srf1 moves 9 Angstroms from srf.
shift = 9.0+mxsrf
srf1.positions[:,2] += shift
srf.positions[:,0] += xcell1/ncux/2
srf.positions[:,1] += ycell1/ncuy/2
# The distance between the slabs.
mxsrf = max(srf.positions[:,2])
mnsrf = min(srf.positions[:,2])
mnsrf1 = min(srf1.positions[:,2])
mxsrf1 = max(srf1.positions[:,2])
# Midpoint of the region between the slabs in z-direction.
meanp = 0.5*(mxsrf1+mnsrf)
# Size of the scattering region in z-direction
boz= abs(mxsrf1-mnsrf)
# Size of one lead in z-direction
bozlead=abs(mxsrf-mnsrf)
# dlay is the distance between the layers of the slab
dlay = abs(srf.positions[0][2]-srf.positions[4][2])
d = 1.10
tipz = mnsrf1 - 1.5 -2
# Defining of the molecule and tip.
molecule = Atoms('2H', positions=[(xcell2, ycell2, mxsrf+c),
(xcell2, ycell2, mxsrf+c+b)])
tip = Atoms('4Cu', positions= [(xcell2, ycell2, tipz),
(xcell2+1.382, ycell2-0.834,
tipz+2.024),
(xcell2-1.382, ycell2-0.834,
tipz+2.024),
(xcell2, ycell2+1.562,
tipz+2.024)])
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slab = srf
slab += molecule
slab += tip
slab +=srf1
slab.positions[:,2] + boz/2
slab.set_cell([xcell1,ycell1,boz+dlay])
slab.center()
slab.set_pbc([1,1,1])
# The structure is optimized.
from ase.constraints import FixAtoms, FixedPlane
from ase.calculators.emt import EMT
from ase.optimize import QuasiNewton
# The position of some atoms is fixed.
mask = (slab.positions[:, 2] > boz-5.0)
mask += (slab.positions[:, 2] < 5.0)
fixlayers = FixAtoms(mask=mask)
slab.set_constraint(fixlayers)
# Use EMT potential in the relaxation calculation:
slab.set_calculator(EMT())
relax = QuasiNewton(slab,trajectory='structure.traj')
relax.run(fmax=0.05)
# Attach a GPAW calculator
calc = GPAW(h=0.3,
xc='PBE',
basis='szp(dzp)',
occupations=FermiDirac(width=0.4),
kpts=(2, 2, 1),
mode='lcao',
txt='cu_h2_lcao_scat.txt',
mixer=Mixer(0.05, 10, weight=100.0),
convergence={'energy': 0.05, # eV / electron
'density': 1.0e-2,
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'eigenstates': 4.0e-3 # eV^2 / electron
},
usesymm=None)
slab.set_calculator(calc)
slab.get_potential_energy() # Converge everything!
Ef = slab.calc.get_fermi_level()
H_skMM, S_kMM = get_lcao_hamiltonian(calc)
if mpi.rank==0:
for H_kMM in H_skMM:
H_kMM -= Ef * S_kMM
for H_MM, S_MM in zip(H_kMM, S_kMM):
remove_pbc(slab, H_MM, S_MM, 2)
# Dump the Hamiltonian and scattering matrix to a pickle file
pickle.dump((H_skMM, S_kMM), open('scat_hs.pickle', 'wb'), 2)
calc.write('cuh2.gpw', 'all')
########################
# Left principal layer #
########################
# Use four Cu atoms in the lead, so only take those from before
leadth = 3
bozlead = leadth*abs(srf.positions[0][2]-
srf.positions[ncux*ncuy][2])
# Copy layers from the scattering region's side to construct
# the principal layer.
slab = slab[:leadth*ncux*ncuy].copy()
slab.set_cell([xcell1, ycell1, bozlead])
# Attach a GPAW calculator
calc = GPAW(h=0.3,
xc='PBE',
basis='szp(dzp)',
occupations=FermiDirac(width=0.4),
kpts=(2, 2, 2),
mode='lcao',
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txt='cu_h2_lcao_llead.txt',
mixer=Mixer(0.05, 5, weight=100.0),
convergence={'energy': 0.05, # eV / electron
'density': 1.0e-2,
'eigenstates': 4.0e-3 # eV^2 / electron
},
usesymm=None)
slab.set_calculator(calc)
slab.get_potential_energy() # Converge everything!
Ef = slab.calc.get_fermi_level()
ibz2d_k, weight2d_k, H_skMM, S_kMM = get_lead_lcao_hamiltonian(calc)
if mpi.rank==0:
for H_kMM in H_skMM:
H_kMM -= Ef * S_kMM
# Dump the hamiltonian and overlap matrix to pickle file.
pickle.dump((H_skMM, S_kMM), open('lead1_hs.pickle', 'wb'), 2)
# Right principal layer is identical:
pickle.dump((H_skMM, S_kMM), open('lead2_hs.pickle', 'wb'), 2)
A.3.2 Calculation of transmission and PDOS
The actual transport calculation is done with the following script. The script gives
transmission coeﬃcient T (E) and projected density of states ρ(E).
from ase.transport.calculators import TransportCalculator
import numpy as np
import pickle
import matplotlib
matplotlib.use('Agg')
import pylab
import pylab as plt
# Size of the slab is ncux*ncuy*ncuz
ncux=4
ncuy=4 # horizontal size of the slab
ncuz=4
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# Determine the basis functions of the two Hydrogen atoms
# and subdiagonalize
Cu_N = ncux*ncuy*ncuz # Number of Cu atoms on each side
# in the scattering region
H_N = 2
Cu_nbf = 9 # number of bf per Cu atom (basis=szp)
H_nbf = 4 # number of bf per H atom (basis=szp)
H_nbf = H_N*H_nbf
bf_H1 = Cu_nbf * Cu_N
bfs = range(bf_H1, bf_H1 + H_nbf + Cu_nbf)
energies=np.arange(-3, 3, 0.2)
T = np.zeros(len(energies))
pdos_ne = np.zeros((len(bfs),len(energies)))
# Read in the hamiltonians and overlap matrices
H, S = pickle.load(file('scat_hs.pickle'))
H1, S1 = pickle.load(file('lead1_hs.pickle'))
H2, S2 = pickle.load(file('lead2_hs.pickle'))
# k-points
nkpts = H.shape[1]
s=0
for k in range(0,nkpts):
H_k= H[s, k]
S_k= S[k]
H1_k= H1[s, k]
S1_k= S1[k]
H2_k= H2[s, k]
S2_k= S2[k]
# eta is broadening of scattering levels
# eta1 is broadening of lead 1 and eta2 of lead 2.
tcalc = TransportCalculator(h=H_k, h1=H1_k, h2=H2_k,
s=S_k, s1=S1_k, s2=S2_k,
align_bf=1,
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eta=0.1,
eta1=0.2,
eta2=0.2)
# energies is the energy grid on which the transport
# properties are determined
tcalc.set(energies=np.arange(-3, 3, 0.2))
T_k = tcalc.get_transmission()
T +=T_k
h_rot, s_rot, eps_n, vec_jn = tcalc.subdiagonalize_bfs(bfs)
# Switch to the rotated basis set
tcalc.set(h=h_rot, s=s_rot)
# Projected density of states is received:
tcalc.set(pdos=bfs)
pdos_ne_k = tcalc.get_pdos()
pdos_ne += pdos_ne_k
T = T/nkpts
pdos_ne=pdos_ne/nkpts
# Plot the transmission function
pylab.plot(tcalc.energies, T)
pylab.title('Transmission function')
plt.savefig('transmission')
plt.clf()
# Plot the projected density of states of the hydrogen molecule
for ior in range(0,H_nbf):
pylab.plot(tcalc.energies, pdos_ne[ior], label='s-orbital')
# The information is saved to .txt format
f = open('pdos_H_'+str(ior)+'.txt', 'w');
print >>f, tcalc.energies, pdos_ne[ior]
f.close()
pylab.title('Projected density of states')
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plt.savefig('pdos_H')
plt.clf()
# Projected density of states of copper surface with H_2 plotted:
for ior in range(H_nbf,H_nbf+Cu_nbf):
pylab.plot(tcalc.energies, pdos_ne[ior], label='s/d-orbital')
f = open('pdos_Cu_'+str(ior)+'.txt', 'w');
print >>f, tcalc.energies, pdos_ne[ior]
f.close()
pylab.title('Projected density of states')
pylab.legend()
plt.savefig('pdos_Cu')
plt.clf()
